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Ladies’ Cardigan 

Ladies’ Cardigan with crossed-over edging (Size 12/14) 
You will need: 400g (8 balls) Supreme Possum Merino (40% possum, 50% merino, 10% silk) in 4-ply (which 

is available via http://www.possum-wool.com), needles 3.25-3.5mm, one extra needle or cable needle  

  

Left Front Part  

Cast on 95 stitches 

Start with 34 stitches in Pattern A and knit the rest of the RS in Pattern B. 

Pattern A: 
Ppaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapp21 
ppaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapp19 
ppaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapp17 
ppaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqpp15 
ppaaaaaaaaaaqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqaaaaapp13 
ppaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapp11 
ppaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapp  9 
ppaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapp  7 
pprrrrrrrrrrrrrrraaaaaaaaaaaaaaapp  5 
ppaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrrrraaaaaaaaaapp  3 
ppaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapp  1 

r RS: put 10 stitches on an extra needle or cable needle in front of your work, knit the next 5 stitches in 

plain stitches and put yarn over after each of the first 4 plain stitches, then stitch the 10 stitches on the extra 

needle in plain stitches; RS knit stitches as they appear and let slip the yarn over stitches from your needle. 

q RS: put 10 stitches on an extra needle behind your work and knit the next 5 stitches in plain stitches 

and put yarn over after the first 4 plain stitches, then stitch the 10 stitches on the extra needle in plain 

stitches; RS: RS knit stitches as they appear and let slip the yarn over stitches from your needle. 
 

Pattern B:  

Ppaa5 
ppvv3 
ppaa1  

WS: knit stitches as they appear. RS rows shown only. Repeat by beginning with row 3 

Knit in these patterns for 9cm then only repeat Pattern A beginning with row 3 and knit plain stitches 

instead of Pattern B. Knit for 40cm. 

After having repeated Pattern A 5x, divide your work and knit 9 RS of plain stitches and 9 RS do plain 

stitches instead of cabling the edge but still stitch the purl stitches. WS stitches to be knitted as they appear. 

 

Armhole: Together with the division of your work you need to start decreasing for the armholes: 1x4, 1x3, 

1x2 and 1x1 have to be decreased at every WS row. 

Then continue to stitch as normal in plain stitches and Pattern A. Decrease in every 4. RS row for the neck: 

knit the last purl stitch in RS of Pattern A for the edge together with the first plain stitch. 

Knit for another 31cm and decrease all plain stitches. 

Then knit in the edge in Pattern A for another 11-12cm. Decrease the rest of the stitches. This band will be 

needed as a band at the neck of the back. 

 

Right Front Part 

Knit accordingly to left front part but reverted. 

Attention: After having knitted the divided part you need to combine the two parts be slipping the 
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Ladies’ Cardigan 

 

aperture through the divided part of the other front part. Then continue as normal. 

Finish off in the same way as the other front part. 

Back:  

Cast on 132 stitches and knit for 9 cm in Pattern B repeating the pattern from row 3. After 9cm start 

knitting plain stitches in the RS row and stitch the stitches as they appear in the WS row. Over the middle 

cables continue to cable accordingly. 

After 40cm start with decreasing for the shaping of the armholes: decrease 1x4, 1x3, 1x2, and 1x1 in every 

RS row. 

Knit for another 31cm and then cast off all stitches 

Sleeves: 

Cast on 48 stitches and start with 2 purl stitches then continue and repeat Pattern B constantly for 16cm 

always starting with row 3. 

Then start increasing: Cast on after each purl stitch one purl stitch. = 5 purl stitches between the cables. 

In the next RS row do this again and you will get 11 purl stitches between the cables. 

Knit for another 30cm. 

Shape Sleeve head: Decreasing: Cast off 1x10, 4x2, 2x3, 1x4, 3x5, 1x8, 1x14 at each end of your working 

piece. 

Repeat for the second sleeve. 

 

Finish off: 

Finish off as usual and wash before first wear. 

The possum fur has to mat! 

 

 

© 2010 Monika Sieger  

This design is copyrighted work and available under the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial Share Alike 3.0 

Licence see: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ 

 

This pattern has been originally published on http://www.possum-wool.com 

 

 


